Sinhagad Academy of Engineering, Kondhwa (Bk) presents

innotest

Prizes upto 1 million
WWW.INNOFEST2013.COM

23rd & 24th FEB 2013

For Contacts
Santin Senapati: 9970391455
Rohit Pawar: 9673634100
Praful Patil: 8087601348
Sudeesh Shinde: 9166661665
INNOFEST 2013

And

Institute of Embedded and Robotics Research
(Training Division of Campus Component Pvt. Ltd.)

Presents

National Level Workshop on
“Robotics”

Date: 18th, 19th Feb ’13

The workshop where you will learn the art of making autonomous robots. In this workshop you will be able to know the fundamentals of designing and building autonomous robots by integrating a microcontroller; thus adding brain to robot. In this workshop we will be making four kinds of robot – obstacle avoider, obstacle follower, edge detector and line follower.

For Registration Contact:
Sumit Babar: 7276452324
Pramey Zode: 9637707240
Nikhil Pote: 8087601348

All Robotics and Electronics components can be purchased from our easily accessible outlet at Swargate or through our website
www.campuscomponent.com

call us on 09767444555, 020 24275291

Ackruti Chambers, Office No.308, 3rd Floor, Swargate, Pune 411037